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will a one child policy increase economic growth does globalization contribute to global warming are unequal societies less healthy than
more egalitarian societies to answer questions like these social scientists turn to quantitative macro comparative research qmcr although
many social scientists understand statistics conceptually they struggle with the mathematical skills required to conduct qmcr in methods
for quantitative macro comparative research author salvatore j babones offers a means to bridge that gap interpreting the advanced
statistics used in qmcr in terms of verbal descriptions that any college graduate with a basic background in statistics can follow he
addresses both the philosophical foundations and day to day practice of qmcr in an effort to improve research outcomes and ensure policy
relevance a comprehensive guide to qmcr the book presents an overview of the questions that can be answered using qmcr details the steps of
the research process and concludes with important guidelines and best practices for conducting qmcr the book assumes that the reader has a
sound grasp of the fundamentals of linear regression modeling but no advanced mathematical knowledge is required in order for researchers
and students to read understand and enjoy the book a conversational discussion style supplemented by 75 tables and figures makes the book s
methodological arguments accessible to both students and professionals extensive citations refer readers back to primary discussions in the
literature and a comprehensive index provides easy access to coverage of specific techniques this should be required reading for world bank
oecd and u n researchers and data collectors as well as applied and academic sociologists economists political scientists and others who
conduct cross country comparisons using publicly available large datasets ernesto castañeda university of texas at el paso i really don t
know how the author has managed it but he covers complex material in an incredibly clear way i think students who have a weaker background
in statistics will learn a lot from the text and students with an advanced background in statistics will look at their analyses in a
different way from the point of planning analyses to actually interpreting results lesley williams reid georgia state university first
multi year cumulation covers six years 1965 70 part of the journal of the royal anthropological institute special issue book series islam
politics anthropology offers critical reflections on past and current studies of islam and politics in anthropology and charts new
analytical approaches to examining islam in the post 9 11 world challenges current and past approaches to the study of islam and muslim
politics in anthropology offers a critical comprehensive review of past and current literature on the subject presents innovative
ethnographic description and analysis of everyday muslim politics in asia africa the middle east and north america proposes new analytical
approaches to the study of islam and muslim politics corruption is once again high on the international policy agenda as a result of
globalization the spread of democracy and major scandals and reform initiatives but the concept itself has been a focus for social
scientists for many years and new findings and data take on richer meanings when viewed in the context of long term developments and
enduring conceptual debates this compendium a much enriched version of a work that has been a standard reference in the field since 1970
offers concepts cases and fresh evidence for comparative analysis building on a nucleus of classic studies laying out the nature and
development of the concept of corruption the book also incorporates recent work on economic cultural and linguistic dimensions of the
problem as well as critical analyses of several approaches to reform while many authors are political scientists work by historians
economists and sociologists are strongly represented two thirds of the nearly fifty articles are based either on studies especially written
or translated for this volume or on selected journal literature published in the 1990s the tendency to treat corruption as merely a synonym
for bribery is illuminated by analyses of the diverse terminology and linguistic techniques that help distinguish corruption problems in
the major languages recent attempts to measure corruption and to analyze its causes and effects quantitatively are also critically examined
new contributions emphasize especially corruption phenomena in asia and africa contrasts among region and regime types comparing u s state
corruption incidence european party finance and corruption assessments of international corruption rating project analyses of international
corruption control treaties unintended consequences of anti corruption efforts cumulatively the book combines description richness
analytical thrust conceptual awareness and contextual articulation the six volumes lncs 11619 11624 constitute the refereed proceedings of
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the 19th international conference on computational science and its applications iccsa 2019 held in saint petersburg russia in july 2019 the
64 full papers 10 short papers and 259 workshop papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected form numerous submissions the 64 full
papers are organized in the following five general tracks computational methods algorithms and scientific applications high performance
computing and networks geometric modeling graphics and visualization advanced and emerging applications and information systems and
technologies the 259 workshop papers were presented at 33 workshops in various areas of computational sciences ranging from computational
science technologies to specific areas of computational sciences such as software engineering security artificial intelligence and
blockchain technologies a state of the art comprehensive exposition of combining qualitative comparative analysis qca and case studies this
book facilitates the efficient use and independent learning of this form of smmr set theoretic multi method research with the best
available software it will reduce the time and effort required when performing both qca and case studies within the same research project
this is achieved by spelling out the conceptual principles and practices in smmr and by introducing a tailor made r software package with
an applied and practical focus this is an intuitive resource for implementing the most complete protocol of smmr features include learning
goals core points and empirical examples as well as boxed examples of r codes and the r output it produces there is also a glossary for key
smmr terms additional online material is available comprising machine readable datasets and r scripts for replication and independent
learning since the publication of the first edition of head strong how psychology is revolutionizing war in 2014 developments in military
psychology have been rapid and important so much so that this revised edition is necessary to accurately capture the vital role that
psychology continues to play in 21st century military success the ideas contained in the first edition influenced emerging doctrine in the
army s human dimension and informed military leaders around the globe of ways that psychological science and practice may be leveraged to
improve combat effectiveness many of the predictions made in the first edition have come true and new and exciting products of military
psychology now offer novel ways of impacting military outcomes this revised edition of head strong updates the 13 chapters included in the
first edition with breaking news in military psychology and adds new material to augment those chapters two entirely new chapters are
included in this edition the first is on character and discusses how to measure it how to develop it and how character plays a vital role
in the performance of individual soldiers and their units the second new chapter is based on a year long special assignment the author
spent working as a fellow for the army chief of staff s strategic studies group and captures the rapid developments in psychology cognitive
neuroscience and other disciplines that may help the military optimize soldier and unit performance like the other topics in head strong
these two new chapters have significant applicability to non military organizations including schools corporations and sports teams taken
together the updates and new chapters make head strong revised edition essential reading for anyone interested in how the military and by
extension other organizations may leverage psychology to improve performance this wide ranging and innovative book synthesises the findings
of a major international study of the political economy of poverty equity and growth it is based primarily on analytical economic histories
of 21 developing countries from 1950 to 1985 but also takes account of the wider literature on the subject the authors take an ambitious
interdisciplinary approach to identify patterns in the interplay of initial conditions instiuttions interests and ideas which can help to
explain the different growth and poverty alleviation outcomes in the third world three different types of poverty are distinguished based
on their causes and a more nebulous idea of equityin contrast to egalitarianismis shown to have influenced policy since growth is found to
be the major means of alleviating mass structural poverty much of the book is concerned with discovering explanations for policies which
are found to be the most important influences on the proximate causes of growth lal and mynt also consider the available evidence on the
role of direct transferspublic and privatein alleviating destitution and conjunctural poverty the political economy of poverty equity and
growth develops a novel framework for the comparative analysis of different growth outcomes this framework distinguishes between the
different relative factor endowments of land labour and capital and between the different organizational structures of pesent versus
plantation and mining economies it also differentiates between the polities of autonomous and factional states in the countries studied
breaking the analysis down into further typological subdivisions and providing important new insights into the differing behaviour of
economies that are rich in natural resources and those with abundant labour these insights constitute a richer explanation for the
divergent developmental outcomes in east asia compared with latin america and africa the evidence collated is used to argue for the
continuing relevance of the classical liberal viewpoint on public policies for development and to show why even so nationalist ideologies
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are likely to be adopted and lead to cycles of interventionism and liberalism the evidence is also used to provide an explanation for the
surprising current worldwide age of reform considers the history of citizenship in yemen and tunisia to explain why democratic
participation was undermined after the 2011 revolutionary wave volume 3 personality processes and individuals differences of the wiley
encyclopedia of personality and individual differences the encyclopedia of personality and individual differences epid is organized into
four volumes that look at the many likenesses and differences between individuals each of these four volumes focuses on a major content
area in the study of personality psychology and individuals differences the first volume models and theories surveys the significant
classic and contemporary viewpoints perspectives models and theoretical approaches to the study of personality and individuals differences
pid the second volume on measurement and assessment examines key classic and modern methods and techniques of assessment in the study of
pid volume iii titled personality processes and individuals differences covers the important traditional and current dimensions constructs
and traits in the study of pid the final volume discusses three major categories clinical contributions applied research and cross cultural
considerations and touches on topics such as culture and identity multicultural identities cross cultural examinations of trait structures
and personality processes and more each volume contains approximately 100 entries on personality and individual differences written by a
diverse international panel of leading psychologists covers significant classic and contemporary personality psychology models and theories
measurement and assessment techniques personality processes and individuals differences and research provides a comprehensive and in depth
overview of the field of personality psychology the encyclopedia of personality and individual differences is an important resource for all
psychology students and professionals engaging in the study and research of personality this book is about individuals who have made
dramatic changes in their lives in the beginning these people were living as patients or victims of circumstance in the end they were
living as agents free to shape the courses of their lives to choose set goals plan to make things happen rather than to experience life as
events happening to them the authors describe what is involved in such remarkable transformations they identify a common structure of
transformation involving four distinguishable phases they also clarify a progressive dialectic between living the plot of a patient and
living the plot of an agent and show how an old plot is destroyed or deconstructed and a new plot is constructed the european journal of
tourism research is an interdisciplinary scientific journal in the field of tourism published by varna university of management bulgaria
its aim is to provide a platform for discussion of theoretical and empirical problems in tourism publications from all fields connected
with tourism such as management marketing sociology psychology geography political sciences mathematics statistics anthropology culture
information technologies and others are invited the journal is open to all researchers young researchers and authors from central and
eastern europe are encouraged to submit their contributions regular articles in the european journal of tourism research should normally be
between 4 000 and 20 000 words major research articles of between 10 000 and 20 000 are highly welcome longer or shorter papers will also
be considered the journal publishes also research notes of 1 500 2 000 words submitted papers must combine theoretical concepts with
practical applications or empirical testing the european journal of tourism research includes also the following sections book reviews
announcements for conferences and seminars abstracts of successfully defended doctoral dissertations in tourism case studies of tourism
best practices the european journal of tourism research is published in three volumes per year the full text of the european journal of
tourism research is available in the following databases ebsco hospitality and tourism completecabi leisure recreation and tourismproquest
research library individual articles can be rented via journal s page at deepdyve the journal is indexed in scopus and thomson reuters
emerging sources citation index the editorial team welcomes your submissions to the european journal of tourism research this book will be
of value to everyone interested in the prevention of addiction and the detection treatment and rehabilitation of drug addicts it interprets
and applies research findings about the causation and cure of drug addiction using the author s personality theory which is extensively
compared with that of other personologists the book includes the qualitative analysis of 12 addict case studies it is especially timely in
view of the need for effective legislation judicial procedures and treatment programs to deal with the opioid crisis in the united states
and canada the post world war ii idea of the axial age by karl jaspers and as elaborated into the sociology of axial civilizations by s n
eisenstadt in the later twentieth and early twenty first centuries continues to be the subject of intense scholarly debate examples of this
can be found in recent works of hans joas and jürgen habermas in from world religions to axial civilizations and beyond an internationally
distinguished group of scholars discuss advance and criticize the jaspers eisenstadt thesis and go beyond it by bringing in the critical
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influence of max weber s sociology of world religions and by exploring intercivilizational encounters in key world regions the essays
within this volume are of unusual interest for their original analysis of relatively neglected civilizational zones especially islam and
the islamicate civilization and the byzantine civilization and its continuation in orthodox russia rationality within modern psychological
theory examines the rational and irrational dimensions of human nature and of the psyche and logos harold combines the traditionally
divided views of classical philosophy s affirmation of the existence of intellect and modern psychology s emphasis on immanent
psychological factors over rational transcendent relations by accepting the power of being in an adequate relation to reality while still
admitting the manifold ways that people evade truth and reality psychologists will be able to emphasize the power of an individual to
establish a truthful relation with reality this book is recommended for scholars of psychology and philosophy this book examines national
reports on contract law in each of the brics countries brazil russia india china and south africa in order to provide a comparative
analysis it then establishes common principles where possible as well as a set of general soft law principles governing international
commercial contracts in these countries the importance of commercial transactions in the brics countries is rapidly growing yet differences
in contract law among these countries can lead to misunderstandings and disputes the rapid development of the brics instruments and the
legal implications of their use suggests the need to address common legal issues that could harm the continued development of the brics
economies contract law represents one of the core areas in which this process can take place addressing the salient legal issues within the
brics discourse requires a comprehensive comparative approach that explores the different solutions provided by each member country in
order to identify similarities and convergences this process may ultimately help to reduce the legal obstacles to and indirect costs of
cross border transactions by offering a transparent and predictable legal environment for any future attempt at adopting common legal
instruments lightning rod that strikes faster than lightning itself is a book dedicated to the study of the phenomenal legend in the world
of boxing cus d amato this work is a collection of scientific research on the origin of cus unique style that allowed the legend of south
italian descent to nurture three world boxing champions mike tyson floyd patterson jose torres and train a number of individuals in and out
of the boxing ring the origin of cus style was decoded by a voluminous twenty year scientific study us ing interdisciplinary research from
the fields of history archetypology fate psychol ogy sociology and anthropology the research group part of the memory research institute
expeditionary corps conducted repeated scientific expeditions to italy ger many the us and spain however the conclusive milestone of this
study was the apu lian calabrian expedition the course and results of which are outlined in this book lightning rod that strikes faster
than lightning itself is based on a heuristic research model which includes eight separate analyses psychological criminalistic journalis
tic etc this method was chosen by the author so that every reader no matter if he is a boxer or a coach historian or psychologist or simply
an individual who is interested in the legendary boxing style of d amato would be able to verify the results of academic research on his
own and ascertain the quality of the facts and conclusions provided this book makes the bold claim that intellectual sophistication was
born worldwide during the middle centuries of the first millennium bce from axial age thinkers we inherited a sense of the world as a place
not just to experience but to investigate envision and alter a variety of utopian visions emerged and led to both reform and repression
this book offers a detailed overview of translational bioinformatics together with real case applications translational bioinformatics
integrates the areas of basic bioinformatics clinical informatics statistical genetics and informatics in order to further our
understanding of the molecular basis of diseases by analyzing voluminous amounts of molecular and clinical data it also provides clinical
information which can then be applied filling the gap between clinic research and informatics the book is a valuable resource for human
geneticists clinicians health educators and policy makers as well as graduate students majoring in biology biostatistics and bioinformatics
the book considers the historical origins of the current wave of market oriented reform reviews existing controversies on the design of
economic reforms and offers alternative criteria to evaluate policy performance in particular it focuses on issues of macroeconomic
adjustment and stabilization liberalization policies reform of the state and interactions between economic and political transformation
during the course of systemic transformation this book explores an important aspect of human existence humor in self translation a
virtually unexplored area of research in humour studies and translation studies of the select group of international scholars contributing
to this volume some examine literary texts from different perspectives sociological philosophical or post colonial while others explore
texts in more extraneous fields such as standup comedy or language learning this book sheds light on how humour in self translation induces
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thoughts on social issues challenges stereotypes contributes to recast individuals in novel forms of identity and facilitates reflections
on our own sense of humour this accessible and engaging volume is of interest to advanced students of humour studies and translation
studies cystic fibrosis cf is one of the most common fatal hereditary diseases the discovery of the cystic fibrosis transmembrane
conductance regulator cftr gene 25 years ago set the stage for unraveling the pathogenesis of cf lung disease continuous refinement of
symptomatic treatments and the development of mutation specific therapies which are now becoming available for a subgroup of patients this
ers monograph provides an update on all aspects of cf lung disease from infancy to adulthood including current concepts on disease process
improvements in early diagnosis and monitoring therapeutic approaches and patient care the book highlights important recent developments
and discusses the next steps that will be required for further improvement of the life expectancy and quality of life of cf patients it
will be an essential reference for basic and clinical scientists and all members of the cf team during its 500 year history the modern
world system has seen several shifts in hegemony yet since the decline of the u s in the 1970s no single core power has attained a
hegemonic position in an increasingly polarized world as income inequalities have become more pronounced in core countries especially in
the u s and the u k global inequalities emerged as a new topic of social scientific scholarship ignoring the constant move toward
polarization that has been characteristic of the entire modern world system at the same time the rise of new states most notably the brics
and the relative economic growth of particular regions especially east asia have prompted speculations about the next hegemon that largely
disregard both the longue durée of hegemonic shifts and the constraints that regional differentiations place on the concentration of
capital and geopolitical power in one location authors in this book place the issue of rising inequalities at the center of their analyses
they explore the concept and reality of semiperipheries in the 21st century world system the role of the state and of transnational
migration in current patterns of global stratification types of catching up development and new spatial configurations of inequality in
europe s eastern periphery as well as the prospects for the global left in the new systemic order the book links novel theoretical debates
on the rise of global inequalities to methodologically innovative approaches to the urgent task of addressing them immanuel wallerstein one
of the most influential yet controversial sociologists of the past half century is a touchstone in innumerable debates about globalization
and the power of capitalism the nature of development in the modern era and how to come to grips with widespread inequalities while
recovering the potential for social change the anthem companion to immanuel wallerstein offers a compelling guide to his writings and ideas
his influences and reception and the reasons for his enduring significance with 10 original interpretive essays written by a distinguished
group of international scholars importantly the contributors also advance wallerstein s work into neglected areas such as climate change
global pandemics racism and gender and demonstrate his importance not just to debates in his intellectual context but to those of our times
as well this companion provides a multifaceted tool for thinking with wallerstein while showing where those engaging with wallerstein s
thought can take his work in the contemporary world these conference proceedings are the output of one of the first academic events of its
nature happening globally targeting fashion from a communication sciences perspective including in a broad sense cultural heritage studies
and marketing the chapters present theoretical and empirical interdisciplinary work on how various communication practices impact the
fashion industry and on societal fashion related practices and values the special focus of this volume is how digital transformation is
changing the field and its utility to practitioners using these academic insights practitioners can understand the core causes and reasons
for trends and developments in the field of fashion communication and marketing continuing in the standard of excellence set by previous
editions this sixth edition assesses the bureaucracies and development of governments around the world providing helpful and revealing
analyses of the relationships between bureaucracies and political regimes with over 1000 literature references tables and drawings the book
has been updated to reflect changes in the political systems of the former soviet union eastern europe and the developing world the editor
clearly articulates recent developments in the shifting global political landscape and discusses how conditions in development
administration and comparative public policy affect nation states explores the role of law in different areas of brics cooperation and the
impact it can make on global governance this edited book brings together scholarly chapters on linguistic aspects of humour in literary and
non literary domains and contexts in different parts of the world previous scholarly engagements and theoretical postulations on humour and
the comic provide veritable resources for reexamining the relationship between linguistic elements and comic sensations on the one hand and
the validity of interpretive humour stylistics on the other hand renowned stylistics scholars such as michael toolan who writes the volume
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s foreword against the backdrop of nearly four decades of scholarly engagement with stylistics and katie wales who in this volume engages
with charles dickens one of the most eminent satirists in english literature as well as many other european and african authors who have
worked ceaselessly in the area of humour and language weigh in on the topic of language and humour in this volume together they provide a
variety of interesting perspectives on the topic deploying different textual sources from different media and from different regions of the
world part of the book s offering includes integrative stylistic approaches to humour in african european and american written texts
examinations of social media and political humour in nigeria cameroon and zimbabwe pragmatics and humorous stance taking incongruity as
comedy in works of fiction and a unified levels of linguistic analysis approach to the investigation of humour this book will be of
interest to academics and students of linguistics stylistics communications and media studies and humour studies taiwo oloruntoba oju is a
professor in the department of english at the university of ilorin in nigeria
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Personality Theories 1972 will a one child policy increase economic growth does globalization contribute to global warming are unequal
societies less healthy than more egalitarian societies to answer questions like these social scientists turn to quantitative macro
comparative research qmcr although many social scientists understand statistics conceptually they struggle with the mathematical skills
required to conduct qmcr in methods for quantitative macro comparative research author salvatore j babones offers a means to bridge that
gap interpreting the advanced statistics used in qmcr in terms of verbal descriptions that any college graduate with a basic background in
statistics can follow he addresses both the philosophical foundations and day to day practice of qmcr in an effort to improve research
outcomes and ensure policy relevance a comprehensive guide to qmcr the book presents an overview of the questions that can be answered
using qmcr details the steps of the research process and concludes with important guidelines and best practices for conducting qmcr the
book assumes that the reader has a sound grasp of the fundamentals of linear regression modeling but no advanced mathematical knowledge is
required in order for researchers and students to read understand and enjoy the book a conversational discussion style supplemented by 75
tables and figures makes the book s methodological arguments accessible to both students and professionals extensive citations refer
readers back to primary discussions in the literature and a comprehensive index provides easy access to coverage of specific techniques
this should be required reading for world bank oecd and u n researchers and data collectors as well as applied and academic sociologists
economists political scientists and others who conduct cross country comparisons using publicly available large datasets ernesto castañeda
university of texas at el paso i really don t know how the author has managed it but he covers complex material in an incredibly clear way
i think students who have a weaker background in statistics will learn a lot from the text and students with an advanced background in
statistics will look at their analyses in a different way from the point of planning analyses to actually interpreting results lesley
williams reid georgia state university
Methods for Quantitative Macro-Comparative Research 2013-08-06 first multi year cumulation covers six years 1965 70
Personality Theories 1972 part of the journal of the royal anthropological institute special issue book series islam politics anthropology
offers critical reflections on past and current studies of islam and politics in anthropology and charts new analytical approaches to
examining islam in the post 9 11 world challenges current and past approaches to the study of islam and muslim politics in anthropology
offers a critical comprehensive review of past and current literature on the subject presents innovative ethnographic description and
analysis of everyday muslim politics in asia africa the middle east and north america proposes new analytical approaches to the study of
islam and muslim politics
Current Catalog 2010-01-26 corruption is once again high on the international policy agenda as a result of globalization the spread of
democracy and major scandals and reform initiatives but the concept itself has been a focus for social scientists for many years and new
findings and data take on richer meanings when viewed in the context of long term developments and enduring conceptual debates this
compendium a much enriched version of a work that has been a standard reference in the field since 1970 offers concepts cases and fresh
evidence for comparative analysis building on a nucleus of classic studies laying out the nature and development of the concept of
corruption the book also incorporates recent work on economic cultural and linguistic dimensions of the problem as well as critical
analyses of several approaches to reform while many authors are political scientists work by historians economists and sociologists are
strongly represented two thirds of the nearly fifty articles are based either on studies especially written or translated for this volume
or on selected journal literature published in the 1990s the tendency to treat corruption as merely a synonym for bribery is illuminated by
analyses of the diverse terminology and linguistic techniques that help distinguish corruption problems in the major languages recent
attempts to measure corruption and to analyze its causes and effects quantitatively are also critically examined new contributions
emphasize especially corruption phenomena in asia and africa contrasts among region and regime types comparing u s state corruption
incidence european party finance and corruption assessments of international corruption rating project analyses of international corruption
control treaties unintended consequences of anti corruption efforts cumulatively the book combines description richness analytical thrust
conceptual awareness and contextual articulation
Islam, Politics, Anthropology 2017-09-29 the six volumes lncs 11619 11624 constitute the refereed proceedings of the 19th international
conference on computational science and its applications iccsa 2019 held in saint petersburg russia in july 2019 the 64 full papers 10
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short papers and 259 workshop papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected form numerous submissions the 64 full papers are
organized in the following five general tracks computational methods algorithms and scientific applications high performance computing and
networks geometric modeling graphics and visualization advanced and emerging applications and information systems and technologies the 259
workshop papers were presented at 33 workshops in various areas of computational sciences ranging from computational science technologies
to specific areas of computational sciences such as software engineering security artificial intelligence and blockchain technologies
Political Corruption 1974 a state of the art comprehensive exposition of combining qualitative comparative analysis qca and case studies
this book facilitates the efficient use and independent learning of this form of smmr set theoretic multi method research with the best
available software it will reduce the time and effort required when performing both qca and case studies within the same research project
this is achieved by spelling out the conceptual principles and practices in smmr and by introducing a tailor made r software package with
an applied and practical focus this is an intuitive resource for implementing the most complete protocol of smmr features include learning
goals core points and empirical examples as well as boxed examples of r codes and the r output it produces there is also a glossary for key
smmr terms additional online material is available comprising machine readable datasets and r scripts for replication and independent
learning
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series 1968 since the publication of the first edition of head strong how psychology is revolutionizing
war in 2014 developments in military psychology have been rapid and important so much so that this revised edition is necessary to
accurately capture the vital role that psychology continues to play in 21st century military success the ideas contained in the first
edition influenced emerging doctrine in the army s human dimension and informed military leaders around the globe of ways that
psychological science and practice may be leveraged to improve combat effectiveness many of the predictions made in the first edition have
come true and new and exciting products of military psychology now offer novel ways of impacting military outcomes this revised edition of
head strong updates the 13 chapters included in the first edition with breaking news in military psychology and adds new material to
augment those chapters two entirely new chapters are included in this edition the first is on character and discusses how to measure it how
to develop it and how character plays a vital role in the performance of individual soldiers and their units the second new chapter is
based on a year long special assignment the author spent working as a fellow for the army chief of staff s strategic studies group and
captures the rapid developments in psychology cognitive neuroscience and other disciplines that may help the military optimize soldier and
unit performance like the other topics in head strong these two new chapters have significant applicability to non military organizations
including schools corporations and sports teams taken together the updates and new chapters make head strong revised edition essential
reading for anyone interested in how the military and by extension other organizations may leverage psychology to improve performance
Cumulated Index Medicus 2019-06-28 this wide ranging and innovative book synthesises the findings of a major international study of the
political economy of poverty equity and growth it is based primarily on analytical economic histories of 21 developing countries from 1950
to 1985 but also takes account of the wider literature on the subject the authors take an ambitious interdisciplinary approach to identify
patterns in the interplay of initial conditions instiuttions interests and ideas which can help to explain the different growth and poverty
alleviation outcomes in the third world three different types of poverty are distinguished based on their causes and a more nebulous idea
of equityin contrast to egalitarianismis shown to have influenced policy since growth is found to be the major means of alleviating mass
structural poverty much of the book is concerned with discovering explanations for policies which are found to be the most important
influences on the proximate causes of growth lal and mynt also consider the available evidence on the role of direct transferspublic and
privatein alleviating destitution and conjunctural poverty the political economy of poverty equity and growth develops a novel framework
for the comparative analysis of different growth outcomes this framework distinguishes between the different relative factor endowments of
land labour and capital and between the different organizational structures of pesent versus plantation and mining economies it also
differentiates between the polities of autonomous and factional states in the countries studied breaking the analysis down into further
typological subdivisions and providing important new insights into the differing behaviour of economies that are rich in natural resources
and those with abundant labour these insights constitute a richer explanation for the divergent developmental outcomes in east asia
compared with latin america and africa the evidence collated is used to argue for the continuing relevance of the classical liberal
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viewpoint on public policies for development and to show why even so nationalist ideologies are likely to be adopted and lead to cycles of
interventionism and liberalism the evidence is also used to provide an explanation for the surprising current worldwide age of reform
Computational Science and Its Applications – ICCSA 2019 2023-11-30 considers the history of citizenship in yemen and tunisia to explain why
democratic participation was undermined after the 2011 revolutionary wave
Set-Theoretic Multi-Method Research 2020 volume 3 personality processes and individuals differences of the wiley encyclopedia of
personality and individual differences the encyclopedia of personality and individual differences epid is organized into four volumes that
look at the many likenesses and differences between individuals each of these four volumes focuses on a major content area in the study of
personality psychology and individuals differences the first volume models and theories surveys the significant classic and contemporary
viewpoints perspectives models and theoretical approaches to the study of personality and individuals differences pid the second volume on
measurement and assessment examines key classic and modern methods and techniques of assessment in the study of pid volume iii titled
personality processes and individuals differences covers the important traditional and current dimensions constructs and traits in the
study of pid the final volume discusses three major categories clinical contributions applied research and cross cultural considerations
and touches on topics such as culture and identity multicultural identities cross cultural examinations of trait structures and personality
processes and more each volume contains approximately 100 entries on personality and individual differences written by a diverse
international panel of leading psychologists covers significant classic and contemporary personality psychology models and theories
measurement and assessment techniques personality processes and individuals differences and research provides a comprehensive and in depth
overview of the field of personality psychology the encyclopedia of personality and individual differences is an important resource for all
psychology students and professionals engaging in the study and research of personality
Head Strong 1998-10-08 this book is about individuals who have made dramatic changes in their lives in the beginning these people were
living as patients or victims of circumstance in the end they were living as agents free to shape the courses of their lives to choose set
goals plan to make things happen rather than to experience life as events happening to them the authors describe what is involved in such
remarkable transformations they identify a common structure of transformation involving four distinguishable phases they also clarify a
progressive dialectic between living the plot of a patient and living the plot of an agent and show how an old plot is destroyed or
deconstructed and a new plot is constructed
The Political Economy of Poverty, Equity and Growth: A Comparative Study 2023-01-31 the european journal of tourism research is an
interdisciplinary scientific journal in the field of tourism published by varna university of management bulgaria its aim is to provide a
platform for discussion of theoretical and empirical problems in tourism publications from all fields connected with tourism such as
management marketing sociology psychology geography political sciences mathematics statistics anthropology culture information technologies
and others are invited the journal is open to all researchers young researchers and authors from central and eastern europe are encouraged
to submit their contributions regular articles in the european journal of tourism research should normally be between 4 000 and 20 000
words major research articles of between 10 000 and 20 000 are highly welcome longer or shorter papers will also be considered the journal
publishes also research notes of 1 500 2 000 words submitted papers must combine theoretical concepts with practical applications or
empirical testing the european journal of tourism research includes also the following sections book reviews announcements for conferences
and seminars abstracts of successfully defended doctoral dissertations in tourism case studies of tourism best practices the european
journal of tourism research is published in three volumes per year the full text of the european journal of tourism research is available
in the following databases ebsco hospitality and tourism completecabi leisure recreation and tourismproquest research library individual
articles can be rented via journal s page at deepdyve the journal is indexed in scopus and thomson reuters emerging sources citation index
the editorial team welcomes your submissions to the european journal of tourism research
Violence and Representation in the Arab Uprisings 2020-11-03 this book will be of value to everyone interested in the prevention of
addiction and the detection treatment and rehabilitation of drug addicts it interprets and applies research findings about the causation
and cure of drug addiction using the author s personality theory which is extensively compared with that of other personologists the book
includes the qualitative analysis of 12 addict case studies it is especially timely in view of the need for effective legislation judicial
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procedures and treatment programs to deal with the opioid crisis in the united states and canada
The Wiley Encyclopedia of Personality and Individual Differences, Personality Processes and Individuals Differences 1994-01-01 the post
world war ii idea of the axial age by karl jaspers and as elaborated into the sociology of axial civilizations by s n eisenstadt in the
later twentieth and early twenty first centuries continues to be the subject of intense scholarly debate examples of this can be found in
recent works of hans joas and jürgen habermas in from world religions to axial civilizations and beyond an internationally distinguished
group of scholars discuss advance and criticize the jaspers eisenstadt thesis and go beyond it by bringing in the critical influence of max
weber s sociology of world religions and by exploring intercivilizational encounters in key world regions the essays within this volume are
of unusual interest for their original analysis of relatively neglected civilizational zones especially islam and the islamicate
civilization and the byzantine civilization and its continuation in orthodox russia
Becoming an Agent 2008-10-01 rationality within modern psychological theory examines the rational and irrational dimensions of human nature
and of the psyche and logos harold combines the traditionally divided views of classical philosophy s affirmation of the existence of
intellect and modern psychology s emphasis on immanent psychological factors over rational transcendent relations by accepting the power of
being in an adequate relation to reality while still admitting the manifold ways that people evade truth and reality psychologists will be
able to emphasize the power of an individual to establish a truthful relation with reality this book is recommended for scholars of
psychology and philosophy
European Journal of Tourism Research 2019-01-03 this book examines national reports on contract law in each of the brics countries brazil
russia india china and south africa in order to provide a comparative analysis it then establishes common principles where possible as well
as a set of general soft law principles governing international commercial contracts in these countries the importance of commercial
transactions in the brics countries is rapidly growing yet differences in contract law among these countries can lead to misunderstandings
and disputes the rapid development of the brics instruments and the legal implications of their use suggests the need to address common
legal issues that could harm the continued development of the brics economies contract law represents one of the core areas in which this
process can take place addressing the salient legal issues within the brics discourse requires a comprehensive comparative approach that
explores the different solutions provided by each member country in order to identify similarities and convergences this process may
ultimately help to reduce the legal obstacles to and indirect costs of cross border transactions by offering a transparent and predictable
legal environment for any future attempt at adopting common legal instruments
Theory and Structure in Addiction and Cure 2021-03-01 lightning rod that strikes faster than lightning itself is a book dedicated to the
study of the phenomenal legend in the world of boxing cus d amato this work is a collection of scientific research on the origin of cus
unique style that allowed the legend of south italian descent to nurture three world boxing champions mike tyson floyd patterson jose
torres and train a number of individuals in and out of the boxing ring the origin of cus style was decoded by a voluminous twenty year
scientific study us ing interdisciplinary research from the fields of history archetypology fate psychol ogy sociology and anthropology the
research group part of the memory research institute expeditionary corps conducted repeated scientific expeditions to italy ger many the us
and spain however the conclusive milestone of this study was the apu lian calabrian expedition the course and results of which are outlined
in this book lightning rod that strikes faster than lightning itself is based on a heuristic research model which includes eight separate
analyses psychological criminalistic journalis tic etc this method was chosen by the author so that every reader no matter if he is a boxer
or a coach historian or psychologist or simply an individual who is interested in the legendary boxing style of d amato would be able to
verify the results of academic research on his own and ascertain the quality of the facts and conclusions provided
From World Religions to Axial Civilizations and Beyond 2016-06-15 this book makes the bold claim that intellectual sophistication was born
worldwide during the middle centuries of the first millennium bce from axial age thinkers we inherited a sense of the world as a place not
just to experience but to investigate envision and alter a variety of utopian visions emerged and led to both reform and repression
Rationality within Modern Psychological Theory 2022-08-09 this book offers a detailed overview of translational bioinformatics together
with real case applications translational bioinformatics integrates the areas of basic bioinformatics clinical informatics statistical
genetics and informatics in order to further our understanding of the molecular basis of diseases by analyzing voluminous amounts of
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molecular and clinical data it also provides clinical information which can then be applied filling the gap between clinic research and
informatics the book is a valuable resource for human geneticists clinicians health educators and policy makers as well as graduate
students majoring in biology biostatistics and bioinformatics
The Principles of BRICS Contract Law 2012-10-31 the book considers the historical origins of the current wave of market oriented reform
reviews existing controversies on the design of economic reforms and offers alternative criteria to evaluate policy performance in
particular it focuses on issues of macroeconomic adjustment and stabilization liberalization policies reform of the state and interactions
between economic and political transformation during the course of systemic transformation
Lightning Rod that strikes faster than lightning itself 2017-03-31 this book explores an important aspect of human existence humor in self
translation a virtually unexplored area of research in humour studies and translation studies of the select group of international scholars
contributing to this volume some examine literary texts from different perspectives sociological philosophical or post colonial while
others explore texts in more extraneous fields such as standup comedy or language learning this book sheds light on how humour in self
translation induces thoughts on social issues challenges stereotypes contributes to recast individuals in novel forms of identity and
facilitates reflections on our own sense of humour this accessible and engaging volume is of interest to advanced students of humour
studies and translation studies
The Axial Age and Its Consequences 1989 cystic fibrosis cf is one of the most common fatal hereditary diseases the discovery of the cystic
fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator cftr gene 25 years ago set the stage for unraveling the pathogenesis of cf lung disease
continuous refinement of symptomatic treatments and the development of mutation specific therapies which are now becoming available for a
subgroup of patients this ers monograph provides an update on all aspects of cf lung disease from infancy to adulthood including current
concepts on disease process improvements in early diagnosis and monitoring therapeutic approaches and patient care the book highlights
important recent developments and discusses the next steps that will be required for further improvement of the life expectancy and quality
of life of cf patients it will be an essential reference for basic and clinical scientists and all members of the cf team
Translational Bioinformatics and Its Application 1969 during its 500 year history the modern world system has seen several shifts in
hegemony yet since the decline of the u s in the 1970s no single core power has attained a hegemonic position in an increasingly polarized
world as income inequalities have become more pronounced in core countries especially in the u s and the u k global inequalities emerged as
a new topic of social scientific scholarship ignoring the constant move toward polarization that has been characteristic of the entire
modern world system at the same time the rise of new states most notably the brics and the relative economic growth of particular regions
especially east asia have prompted speculations about the next hegemon that largely disregard both the longue durée of hegemonic shifts and
the constraints that regional differentiations place on the concentration of capital and geopolitical power in one location authors in this
book place the issue of rising inequalities at the center of their analyses they explore the concept and reality of semiperipheries in the
21st century world system the role of the state and of transnational migration in current patterns of global stratification types of
catching up development and new spatial configurations of inequality in europe s eastern periphery as well as the prospects for the global
left in the new systemic order the book links novel theoretical debates on the rise of global inequalities to methodologically innovative
approaches to the urgent task of addressing them
Personality Theories 1994 immanuel wallerstein one of the most influential yet controversial sociologists of the past half century is a
touchstone in innumerable debates about globalization and the power of capitalism the nature of development in the modern era and how to
come to grips with widespread inequalities while recovering the potential for social change the anthem companion to immanuel wallerstein
offers a compelling guide to his writings and ideas his influences and reception and the reasons for his enduring significance with 10
original interpretive essays written by a distinguished group of international scholars importantly the contributors also advance
wallerstein s work into neglected areas such as climate change global pandemics racism and gender and demonstrate his importance not just
to debates in his intellectual context but to those of our times as well this companion provides a multifaceted tool for thinking with
wallerstein while showing where those engaging with wallerstein s thought can take his work in the contemporary world
Fibrinolysis, Thrombolysis, and Blood Clotting: a Bibliography 2022-10-15 these conference proceedings are the output of one of the first
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academic events of its nature happening globally targeting fashion from a communication sciences perspective including in a broad sense
cultural heritage studies and marketing the chapters present theoretical and empirical interdisciplinary work on how various communication
practices impact the fashion industry and on societal fashion related practices and values the special focus of this volume is how digital
transformation is changing the field and its utility to practitioners using these academic insights practitioners can understand the core
causes and reasons for trends and developments in the field of fashion communication and marketing
Rebuilding Capitalism 2014-06-01 continuing in the standard of excellence set by previous editions this sixth edition assesses the
bureaucracies and development of governments around the world providing helpful and revealing analyses of the relationships between
bureaucracies and political regimes with over 1000 literature references tables and drawings the book has been updated to reflect changes
in the political systems of the former soviet union eastern europe and the developing world the editor clearly articulates recent
developments in the shifting global political landscape and discusses how conditions in development administration and comparative public
policy affect nation states
Humour in Self-Translation 1968 explores the role of law in different areas of brics cooperation and the impact it can make on global
governance
Cystic Fibrosis 2017-09-22 this edited book brings together scholarly chapters on linguistic aspects of humour in literary and non literary
domains and contexts in different parts of the world previous scholarly engagements and theoretical postulations on humour and the comic
provide veritable resources for reexamining the relationship between linguistic elements and comic sensations on the one hand and the
validity of interpretive humour stylistics on the other hand renowned stylistics scholars such as michael toolan who writes the volume s
foreword against the backdrop of nearly four decades of scholarly engagement with stylistics and katie wales who in this volume engages
with charles dickens one of the most eminent satirists in english literature as well as many other european and african authors who have
worked ceaselessly in the area of humour and language weigh in on the topic of language and humour in this volume together they provide a
variety of interesting perspectives on the topic deploying different textual sources from different media and from different regions of the
world part of the book s offering includes integrative stylistic approaches to humour in african european and american written texts
examinations of social media and political humour in nigeria cameroon and zimbabwe pragmatics and humorous stance taking incongruity as
comedy in works of fiction and a unified levels of linguistic analysis approach to the investigation of humour this book will be of
interest to academics and students of linguistics stylistics communications and media studies and humour studies taiwo oloruntoba oju is a
professor in the department of english at the university of ilorin in nigeria
Cerebrovascular Bibliography 2012
Global Inequalities in World-Systems Perspective 1968*
The Difficult Union Between Effectiveness and Efficiency of the Forecasting Models in the Corporate Crisis Prediction. A Comparative
Analysis 1976
An Annotated Bibliography of Selected Unclassified Materials Published During 1967 on Problems of Development and Internal Defense
2023-08-01
Clinical Aphasiology 2021-09-20
The Anthem Companion to Immanuel Wallerstein 2001-02-13
Fashion Communication 1984
Public Administration, Sixth Edition, A Comparative Perspective. 2017-10-12
Home Care, January 1980 Through September 1984 2024-01-29
The BRICS-Lawyers' Guide to Global Cooperation 2023-07-05
Humour Theory and Stylistic Enquiry
Neutrino nuclear responses for astro-particle physics by nuclear reactions and nuclear decays
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